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 Russia's Tightest Circle. 8. Japan's Legroom Crisis. 1. Rehearsal:Q: Printing a function from another script I'm trying to see
what the function is doing in another script, and I'm pretty stuck. script1.py from script2 import * def myFunc(): # Do stuff def
printfunc(): printfunc() script2.py import script1 script1.myFunc() printfunc() The script prints the following: Traceback (most
recent call last): File "C:\Users\User\Desktop\All scripts\script1.py", line 9, in script1.printfunc() NameError: name 'printfunc'

is not defined I want to make script2.py be able to print a function, even if it doesn't know what it is. A: You need to make
printfunc a global in your script2.py file. It's not accessible in any local scope, so it can't be called without being in the global
scope. EDIT: For people following this and not reading the first comment, "myFunc" is a local variable and has nothing to do

with the global "printfunc" function. You must assign "printfunc" to a variable before you can call it. Towards a reusable
supercomputer-on-a-chip - luu ====== jeffbarr A better title for this would be "Towards building the world's first reusable,
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supercomputer-on-a-chip." After all, what chip is not a computer these days? I am actually excited to see how this pans out. ~~~
sopooneo Yeah, it doesn't seem like a very original idea. I'm sure we've seen similar ideas for decades. And the time it takes to
build one would be far less than the time it would take to design it, let alone build it. So I'd guess it's a bit of both. I am curious
what the processing power of the chip will be. I'd expect it to be many orders of magnitude higher than anything that fits in a
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